Introduction
Data retrieval from relational database requires high access time when it stores millions of records, which can be overcome using indexing [1] . Test data can be generated to populate test databases to test SQL queries [2] . Different database management techniques e.g. partitioning [3] , indexing [1, 4, 5] etc. can be employed for faster data access. Customized database application software may be developed using these techniques for faster data processing. In the cases where the number of records in relational database becomes very high, the query processing time becomes very long [6] . Data warehouses [7] [8] [9] which store consolidated historic data can be constructed from relational databases. Data warehouse (DW) database store very small number of records for a large number of records in relational database [6] . This reduction of the number of records in data warehouse results in smaller query retrieval time [6] . Moreover, this retrieval time can be further reduced using different indexing techniques.
In this paper, we have studied different techniques to improve performance of data retrieval from relational database as well as DW [8, 9] database for different sizes of data. We have used bitmap indexing (BMI) [10] and data partitioning techniques to improve performance of data retrieval from data warehouse database [6] . We have also shown that data retrieval time for data warehouse is very much lower compared to relational database for similar queries using bitmap indexing [10] . This suggests that data warehouse with bitmap indexing is more suitable for an enterprise for intelligent and faster decision making [3, 6] . The retrieval time rises with the increase in data size.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II presents system architecture, section III describes the data retrieval time measurement technique, section IV presents comparison of data retrieval time for RDBMS with and without indexing, section V presents about data retrieval time for partitioning, section VI presents comparison of data retrieval time for different data sources with variable data sizes, section VII concludes.
II. System Architecture
This section presents the architecture for constructing customized data warehouses from RDBMS tables using data definition language (DDL) of SQL. Data warehouse is populated with data from external sources e.g. relational database system, in the consolidated form using aggregation operation. We have created dimension and fact tables from RDBMS table schemas. Queries are executed on both RDBMS tables and DW dimension and fact tables with and without indexing using Java programs. The data retrieval time are measured and compared. Fig 1 represents the system architecture.
III. Data Retrieval Time
We have designed an algorithm for determining data retrieval time for relational database system and DW database system [6] . We have used the function DBTime () to determine data retrieval time: t r = (t end -t start ) in milliseconds (ms) of executing a particular query. Retrieval time varies with primary memory and processing speed of computer in which we execute our software system. The experiment is done on a laptop with Core i3 processor of 2.53 GHz, RAM 2GB, HD 500GB under windows OS.
IV. Comparison Of Data Retrieval Time For Relational Databases With And Without Indexing
We have applied indexing on students records stored in database relations using Oracle RDBMS. The developed performance improvement system generates very large number of student random data records by varying their CGPAs to populate the RDBMS tables. The developed prototype determines the data retrieval time using data tables created of different data sizes using RDBMS for a particular query without indexing at first as shown in Table 1 [6] . Table 1 Data retrieval time without indexing and with indexing on tables of different data sizes.
The database relations are then indexed and the same query is executed on the indexed relations. The query execution times are recorded as shown in Table  1 . Fig 2 plots query execution time without and with indexing on different relations of variable data sizes. We notice that the data retrieval time for non-indexed relations is more than that of indexed relations for a particular data size. 
V. Data Retrieval Time Using Data Partitioning
Data partitioning can speed up the performance of data processing in data retrieval. In case of small physical memory, the large volume of data can be partitioned into smaller segments to load into primary memory. This can help to execute the application program to access data larger than the main memory size successfully. But if the number of partitions is big enough, then data access Query Execution Visual Function may take longer time due to switching between partitions as overhead [3] . Increasing physical memory size, partitioning can be avoided or number of partitions can be reduced resulting faster data access. Partitioning with indexing may cause even more reduction in data retrieval time.
VI.

Comparison Of Data Retrieval Time For Different Data Sizes
Consider the data retrieval time shown in Table 2 required to select 209 students of a particular session 2002-2003, who obtained CGPA 4.0 out of 100000 student records by executing a query. We have defined and executed queries to retrieve records of Table 3 from RDBMS, DW without and with bitmap indexing. Consider the queries to retrieve session, final exam year, CGPA, and the number of the students who obtained CGPA 4 as shown in Table 3 . The queries retrieve and count student's records which are stored in RDBMS and DW. Table 4 represents data access time in ms for indexed RDBMS, non-indexed DW and DW with bitmap indexing. Table 4 for different data sources to retrieve the query output shown in Table 3 . Queries operated on databases of RDBMS require the highest time as it stores a large number of raw data records. Table 5 represents the data retrieval time of executing a query on data tables of various sizes containing records of up to 4 millions using RDBMS and the corresponding records in DW. We have measured the execution time of a query for accessing data from an indexed RDBMS database, non-indexed data warehouse database and a DW with bitmap indexing. It is observed that data retrieval from data warehouse with bitmap indexing requires less time compared to that of data warehouse without indexing. We create two tables Table 6 and Table 7 based on Table 5 . Finally, we create another two tables Table 7 and Table 8 for clarification of the data retrieval time for different data sizes of RDBMS database and DW database separately. Table 7 . Table 8 . Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 explain that data retrieval time in both RDBMS and DW cases increase with the increase in data size significantly.
VII. Conclusion
We have observed that data retrieval from tables stored in RDBMS database is almost exponentially rising. But the increases in data retrieval time for data warehouse with bitmap indexing or without bitmap indexing have small increase with the increase of data size. We have shown that data retrieval time for data warehouse is very much lower compared to relational database for similar queries. This suggests that data warehouse is more suitable for an enterprise for intelligent and faster data access in decision making. This suggests that OLAP system can be developed using DW database and is more suitable than using relational database system for intelligent and efficient decision making with reporting or data analysis.
